Abstract: Object tracking has always been a hotspot in the field of computer vision, which has a range of applications in real word. The object tracking is a critical task in many vision applications. The main steps in video analysis are two: detection of interesting moving objects and tracking of such objects from frame to frame. Most of tracking algorithms use pre-defined methods to process. In this study, we introduce the Mean shift tracking algorithm, which is a kind of important no parameters estimation method, then we evaluate the tracking performance of Mean shift algorithm on different video sequences. Experimental results show that the Mean shift tracker is effective and robust tracking method.
INTRODUCTION
Object tracking has always been a hotspot in the field of computer vision. Its application includes video monitoring, human computer interaction, vehicle tracking and so on (Xue and Haibin, 2009 ). Many of these applications which require reliable object tracking techniques should meet in real-time constraints. To track the object in a video sequence should be defined the dynamic entities which constantly change under few of several influence factors. The challenges in a robust tracking algorithm are caused by the presence of noise, occlusion, background clutter, varying viewpoints and illumination changes. Recently, a few of algorithms are proposed to overcome these difficulties (Yimaz et al., 2006; Saravanakumar et al., 2010; Meng et al., 2009) . In a tracking video sequence, an unknown target should be defined as anything which is interesting to analysis. For example, one people walking on a road, cars in the road, planes in the air, hand or a face in motion and so on. Recently, the form and appearance representations are classified into three families as the representation by points, representation by bounding boxes and the object silhouettes and contour (Gmez, 2009) .
Recently, to select these right features, which play an important role in the tracking object in a video sequences (Collins et al., 2005; Ying-Jia and ChiouTing, 2009 ). Feature selection is closely similarly to the object and target representation. We always analysis the object motion to focuses on simple characteristics such as color, texture, shape, geometry and so on. Generally, most of tracking algorithms always use a combination of these features to track an object. In general, these features are selected manually by the user, which depend on the different fields and application domains. Yet, the problem of automatic feature selection has brought more and more attention in computer vision and pattern recognition, namely the detection of objects and then to track object in video sequences. As we all known, the object tracking is usual the first step in activities analysis system, including of interactions and relationships between objects of interest. Most of tracking algorithms have been proposed and improved. Object tracking is an estimation question or the trajectory analysis for an object when moving through a sequence of images or video. These usual tracking methods consists of block-matching, KLT, the Kalman filter (Sun et al., 2010; Comaniciu et al., 2003) , Mean shift (Chen et al., 2009; Ido et al., 2010) , Camshift (Ruiguo and Xinrong, 2009 ) and so on.
Object tracking algorithm based on color histogram for Mean shift which has obtained a wide range of applications, because of the method is simple and good real-time, it can deal with target deformation and some shelter. In these algorithms, a lot of things used statistical model for target tracking with neighbor pixel domain expression, often use a reference model through the nonlinear estimation for the parameters of the moving target model. But in actual problems, we can't get the current image related to probability density distribution of information and the lack of probability density distribution of prior knowledge, these parameters not easy to determine the limit and estimate methods in the application of target tracking. Therefore, no parameters estimation method is used in the estimation of target best position information, also is in the continuous point probability density value available near the point of observation samples probability estimation. Mean shift algorithm is a kind of important no parameters estimation method, which has been successfully applied in target tracking and related computer vision field (Chen et al., 2009; Ido et al., 2010) .
The aim of this study is to research on object tracking algorithm and present a new object tracking algorithm. Object tracking has always been a hotspot in the field of computer vision, which has a range of applications in real word. In this study, we introduce the Mean shift tracking algorithm, which is based on color histogram and it is a kind of important no parameters estimation method, then we evaluate the tracking performance of Mean shift algorithm on different video sequences. Experimental results show that the Mean shift tracker is effective and robust tracking method.
MATERIALS
In the visual tracking, a method based on gradient matching algorithm is adopted to find the image pattern corresponding to the target image in the current frame efficiently. This kind of method is the key to obtain the similarity function in the current frame of probability density distribution once get the probability density distribution, we can accord to its gradient change direction matching search for the best path, in order to improve the efficiency of the pattern matching and meet the requirement of real-time tracking algorithm. Because we can't obtain probability density distribution information of the current frame and it is lack of the prior knowledge of the overall probability distribution. So we only use non-parameter estimation method to get the gradient of probability density. Non-parameter density estimation is based on the following thought that continuous point's probability density value can be estimated by using points of observation of the area nearby samples set.
Kernel density gradient estimation: Suppose x 1 , x 2 ,… x N are N independent distribution of n dimension vector space. The kernel density estimate is proposed as following:
where K (x) is a scale function, it must meet:
where, ‖•‖ represents European distance. The parameter h is sample number function, it must meet:
To ensure estimated progressive unbiasedness. Minimum-variance estimation continuity by type guarantee:
Probability meaning of uniform continuity by the following equation:
We use density gradient estimates as a probability density estimation gradient:
where,
Mean shift theory: To give a point set ‫ݔ{‬ } ୀଵ… , using the kernel function K (x) and kernel function bandwidth h probability density estimation of the point x is represented as following:
Generally, Epanechnikov kernel is a common kernel function:
where cd is the sphere volume. Another is often used kernel function is Gaussian kernel: 
To define profile function of kernel function K to meet as following k: [0, ∞]→R. So the corresponding k (x) for Epanechnikov kernel function is described as:
where Fig. 1 shows the corresponding k (x) profile shape of Epanechnikov kernel function. The Eq. (3) corresponding k (x) is:
where, Fig. 2 shows the corresponding k (x) profile shape of Gaussian kernel function. Using the above definition, density estimation formula can rewrite as following:
To define:
where the first order derivative of k (x) is existed in the interval except few points by hypothesis. Define the kernel function: 
where, C is the normalized constant. Then we use the density gradient estimates said gradient density estimation: 
The density estimate at x computed with the kernel G:
We can obtain by using the above equations:
Then to obtain:
Figure 3 is mean-shift iterative convergence for pattern matching schematic diagram, including p (x) for Similarly, the target candidate model from the target candidate region centered at position y is given by:
C h is dependent on the position y. When given the kernel function and kernel function bandwidth, C h can be computed in advance. The scale of candidate region is determined by bandwidth of kernel function and the number of pixels should be used to calculate the probability distribution.
Similarity measure:
We compute the target model and the candidate target model used Eq. (25) and (27), respectively. Generally, Bhattacharyya coefficient is used to measure the similarity between the target model and the candidate model. Similarity measurement is computed as following:
where, Figure 5 shows the tracking result of one frame. Figure 5a is a frame image, including elliptical area said target (target model has been given in advance). 
RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of Mean shift tracker, we implement many experiments on available public image sequences. The mean shift iterations were computed with the uniform profile. The target histogram has been derived in the RGB space with 16 × 16 × 16 bins. Figure 6 , 7 and 8 show the tracking results on different image sequences by Mean shift tracker. From Fig. 6 we can see that the mean shift based tracer proved to be robust tracking results.
From Fig. 7 we can obtain that the mean shift tracking algorithm will be robust under these conditions with varying viewpoints and illumination changes. In the David image sequence, the illumination is varying from weak to be strong, as well as the head has a great angle rotation. So udder such conditions, the tracker still has a good tracking performance and it is very robust.
To demonstrate the efficiency of the mean shift tracking algorithm, Fig. 8 tracking algorithm can obtain a better tracking performance and it can be robust to track the ball with a fast movement.
CONCLUSION
Object tracking has always been a hot issue in computer version research, its application area include video surveillance, human-machine, virtual reality and so on. It requires accurate and efficient track in different background, light changes, object block and so on. Track the object for stable is a hot research issue in the field of object tracking. The Mean shift tracking algorithm basing on the Mean shift use the color histogram to track object, because of its simpleness perfect real-time performance, the ability to process the target deformation and the block situation and other different situation and also the accuracy, so the Mean shift video tracking algorithm has been widely used. Experimental results show that the Mean shift tracking algorithm is effective, robust and can be used for tracking in different scenes.
